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VOTING & ENGAGEMENT: A FRAMEWORK-BASED 
APPROACH TO FUND SELECTION
This student report provides investors with a summary of insights regarding strategic and effective ways to 
participate in shareholder activism and engagement through public equities. For this purpose, an engagement 
fund evaluation framework was developed and discussed. This framework can help build a blueprint for in-
vestors engaged in fund selection processes with their eyes on impact through shareholder activism.

BACKGROUND
The field of sustainable finance attracts substantial interest by investors. In capitalism, this can be a key mecha-
nism to achieve sustainable development. 
Private high net worth investors play a vital role herein. This is due to (a) the substantial amount of capital that is 
controlled by families following decades of wealth concentration – 0.7% of the global population control about 
USD 140 trillion, ca. 50% of global wealth – and (b) the unconstrained, conviction-driven, and innovative way these 
families can deploy their capital.
Important barriers remain, however, to turn more of this interest into action. Surveys show that 60% of high net 
worth individuals are interested in sustainable finance, but less than 10% deploy their capital accordingly. Thus, 
substantial capital that could advance sustainable development remains untapped.
In Spring 2021, we brought groups of EBS students together with three real-world private impact investors and one 
fund to help them overcome four specific such barriers. The results were summarized in four student reports, in 
collaboration with the Center for Sustainable Finance and Private Wealth (CSP) at University of Zurich. The reports 
cover the four topics of 

• Life Science Impact Investing,
• Integrating climate change and racial equity into real-estate investments,
• Measuring the impact of investments on the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
• and the topic of this white paper, namely: How family offices can integrate the approach of voting and   
   engagement into their public equity investment processes.

Voting and engagement in public equities is a critical approach to advancing social and environmental aspects 
on the agendas of investee companies. But it is often difficult for families to integrate it. I am glad that with this 
student report we bring a glimpse of more clarity to this important topic.

Towards impact,

Center for Sustainable 
Finance & Private WealthCSP

Prof. Dr. Falko Paetzold
Assistant Professor in Social Finance, EBS Universität für Wirtschaft und Recht
Founder and Managing Director, Center for Sustainable Finance and Private Wealth (CSP), 
University of Zurich
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Voting & Engagement:
Case Introduction 

The study was conducted for a private American investor who is working on building a single family office based 
on wealth generated in the venture capital (VC) space, with a long-term perspective and a focus on impact inves-
ting:

I‘ve spent the past year learning about private market fund due diligence. More recently, I have become interes-
ted in learning how to engage in shareholder activism through public equities. Considering my approach towards 
impact investing, I‘m leaning towards buying into funds for ease of management. I‘m interested in products that 
would have daily to annual liquidity. So far, my search has highlighted five funds that have a shareholder activism 
strategy: Arjuna Capital, Domini Impact Investments, Green Century Capital Management, Impax Asset Manage-
ment, and Trillium Asset Management.
Therefore, I asked the EBS student groups two lead questions to guide their research:

Both of my questions can be split into more detailed sub-questions, such as, what types of products are available 
for impact investing (e.g., mutual funds, hedge funds, ETFs) and how family offices measure „impact“.

• First, I would like to know how to compare funds engaging in shareholder activism.
• Second, I would like to know how family offices could become engaged in shareholder activism.

My question to the EBS students was the following: What are the different ways 
that a family office investor can engage in shareholder activism through public 
equities, and how do I compare related funds?
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CASE LEAD
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METHODOLOGY

FUND EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

In order to arrive at the results presented, three main steps were taken:

The theoretical setup of the fund evaluation framework is composed as follows:

The eight metrics that have been applied to the different fund providers are:

The fund evaluation framework has been kept adaptable to reflect individual preferences. If a larger sample is 
desired, it is possible to add additional fund providers to the framework.

1. Desk research diving into online sources, reports concerning shareholder activism & engagement, as        
    well as academic and media articles;

1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees
2. Number of management interactions over the past year / Number of employees
3. Number of proxy votes
4. Transparency about shareholder engagement practices
5. Specialization of the fund
6. Costs
7. AUM
8. Financial performance (average one-year total return)

2. Interviews with family offices and stewardship services providers;
3. Creation of a customized fund evaluation framework to assess the shareholder activism and enga      
    gement work of Arjuna Capital, Domini Impact Investments, Green Century Capital Management, Impax  
    Asset Management, and Trillium Asset Management.
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Selection of meaningful indicators for assessing fund providers sustainable investing capabilities;
Eight selected metrics indicative of shareholder activism and engagement, transparency, speciali-
zation, costs, size, and financial performance;

Metrics‘ values for each fund provider determined and assigned to bins;

Bins‘ number for all eight metrics added up to calculate the overall score for each fund provider;

Total scores compared and ranked;

Visual representation of each fund provider‘s results on a scale from one to ten for each etric.
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Figure 1 illustrates the visual representation of a hypothetical result where the fund under consideration, for exam-
ple, would have scored the highest possible (10) on metric 1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees and 
scored the lowest (0) on metric 5. Specialization of the fund. 

1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees   
2. Number of management interactions over the past year / 
    Number of employees    
3. Number of proxy votes    
4. Transparency about shareholder engagement practices  
5. Specialization of the fund    
6. Costs    
7. AUM    
8. Financial performance (average one year total return) 
    

Figure 1.: Example of a fund provider’s one to ten classification per metric.
The fund that performs the best according to the fund evaluation framework, in terms of the total number of points 
achieved when added up, offers the overall best package in this particular framework.

Shareholder activism & engagement is possible through several different types of investment products. The choice 
of product thus primarily depends on individual preferences and the degree of the desired impact. Various play-
ers such as investment management firms endorse shareholder activism and engagement through their product 
offerings ranging from mutual funds to hedge funds, exchange traded funds (ETFs,) and private equity funds. Even 
though hedge funds are not actors typically known for their investing activities related to environmental, social, and 
corporate governance (ESG), they have become more and more engaged in the field in the past years. Increasing 
support for climate-related shareholder proposals increased substantially among large institutions such as Bla-
ckRock, Vanguard, and State Street, also drawing related attention to ETFs.

While shareholder activism strategies differ between fund providers, a commonality is that all but one of the asses-
sed funds employed a dedicated in-house team for shareholder engagement. The outlier fund used a third-party 
voting platform and external service providers to outsource these activities. This finding is indicative of the high 
degree of specialization of the assessed funds.
The strategies deployed by the funds ranged from filing shareholder proposals to proxy voting, engaging in inves-
tee-management dialogue, public policy-work, coalition building with other investors, and assertive or legal action. 
The shareholder activism strategies of the funds were noted to be defined by the respective investment manage-
ment firm‘s philosophy, service, and assets under management (AUM).

Eight key findings were derived through extensive desk research, interviews, and the application of a fund evalua-
tion framework measuring engagement in shareholder activism.
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KEY FINDINGS

1. Mutual funds, hedge funds, and exchange traded funds exist that promote shareholder activism.

2. Shareholder activism strategies are deployed mainly “in-house” but differ between fund providers.
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3. Influence on systemic players does not depend on assets under management.

4. Cost structure differs significantly across fund providers.

5. Impact does not depend on the chosen thematic.

6. Offerings vary substantially with check size.

7. Most family offices only passively engage in shareholder activism.

The extent of influence on systemic players does not depend on AUM or fund size. When looking at the five funds 
under consideration, there was no notable correlation between AUM and systemic impact. However, impact appe-
ars to be more significant in smaller, more specialized activist funds. The specialized nature of small funds coupled 
with their shareholder activism approaches can thus significantly influence systematic players and change the 
industry‘s direction.

There are significant differences in cost structure across fund providers, which appear to depend on AUM and ser-
vices provided. It was noted that all five investment management firms had different cost structures, yet a commo-
nality shared across the assessed funds were the linkages between cost structure, AUM, and shareholder engage-
ment services offered. The bigger the service offering, the higher the expenses. On the other hand, it appeared that 
the higher the AUM, the lower the expenses.

The ability to deliver impact - be it in terms of the E, the S, or the G - is not a question of if, it is a question of when. 
For example, engagement targeting governance issues promises faster results than long-term initiatives targeting 
environmental goals. The results of the research process also showed considerable differences between invest-
ment management firms regarding the definition of each thematic area. Even if in some of the funds thematics 
were more clearly defined than in others, in reality, this is a question of time-horizons too. All funds focused on 
several thematics, speaking for the interlinkages between all sustainability questions.

The product offerings that are available vary substantially with check size (>$1.5M) concerning customizability, co-
sponsoring, and active engagement in shareholder activism. The more capital is deployed on behalf of an investor, 
the more possibilities for engagement were at offer. These offerings included customizability, co-sponsoring, and 
active engagement in shareholder activism, leading to a significantly strengthened ability to deliver impact.

The family offices interviewed only passively engage in shareholder activism and outsource their voting rights to 
third-party proxy voting actors. In addition, no family office was noted to be engaged through direct investments. 
The respondents explained their chosen approach by underscoring that they rely on pooling their voting rights 
through their mutual funds or asset managers to lever their impact.

The main strategies that are available to engage in shareholder activism are:
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proxy voting,

management dialoge,

shareholder proposals, and

influence on policy-making and assertive actions.
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8. Domini Impact Investments emerges as the top-ranked fund provider for impact investing.

- Arjuna Capital

Overall, Domini Impact Investments offers the best package within the specific framework of this report. This 
relates to evaluating the chosen fund providers engaging in impact investing based on their average shareholder 
activism and engagement, transparency, specialization, costs, size, and financial performance.

Arjuna Capital emerges as the second-highest scored fund provider with an overall score of 42. It profits from 
the most substantial specialization observed, and the highest number of shareholder proposals brought forward 
per employee over the past year. However, it shows the weakest transparency observed and has a relatively low 
amount of AUM.

1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees 
2. Number of management interactions over the past year / 
    Number of employees 
3. Number of proxy votes
4. Transparency about shareholder engagement practices         
5. Specialization of the fund       
6. Costs      
7. AUM     
8. Financial performance (average one year total return) 
 
Total Score      
Rank    

10
1

5
1

10
4
1

10

42
2

Assets under Management
Funds considered
Fees
      Ø Gross Expense Ratio
      Ø Net Expense Ratio
      Max. S-T Redemption Fee
      12b-1 Fees
      Contractual Expense Waivers
Strategy
Services

Thematic Areas

$250M
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
In-house
Shareholder Proposals
Proxy Voting
Management Dialogue
Gender Pay Equity
Carbon Asset Risk
Net Neutrality
Fugitive Methane Emissions
Distributed Energy

The five fund providers the fund evaluation framework was applied to were:

Note. Blank = does not apply. N/A = not available

Profile
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- Domini Impact Investments

Assets under Management
Funds considered

Fees
      Ø Gross Expense Ratio
      Ø Net Expense Ratio
      Max. S-T Redemption Fee
      12b-1 Fees
      Contractual Expense Waivers
Strategy
Services

Thematic Areas

Note. Blank = does not apply. N/A = not available

Profile

$2B
Domini Impact Equity Fund sm (DSEFX, 257132100)
Domini International Opportunities Fund sm (RISEX, 257132753)
Domini Sustainable Solutions Fund sm (CAREX, 257132761)
Domini Impact International Equity Fund sm (DOMIX, 257132704)
Domini Impact Bond Fund sm (DSBFX, 257132209)

1.11%
0.93%
2.00%
X
X
In-house
Shareholder Proposals
Proxy Voting
Management Dialogue
Public Policy Making
Coalition Building
Human Rights
Health & Well-Being
Diversity & Equality
Strong Communities
Climate Change
Mitigation & Adaptation
Clean Energy & Technology
Resource Conservation
Environmental Stewardship

Domini Impact Investments is the top-scoring fund provider in the chosen framework with a total score of 44. It 
boasts an overall sound package, whereas its shareholder activism and engagement, and transparency convinced 
the most. The relatively low AUM and low specialization do not alter this.
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1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees 
2. Number of management interactions over the past year / 
    Number of employees 
3. Number of proxy votes
4. Transparency about shareholder engagement practices         
5. Specialization of the fund       
6. Costs      
7. AUM     
8. Financial performance (average one year total return) 
 
Total Score      
Rank    

2
10

10
10
2
5
1
4

44
1
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- Green Century Capital Management

Assets under Management
Funds considered

Fees
      Ø Gross Expense Ratio
      Ø Net Expense Ratio
      Max. S-T Redemption Fee
      12b-1 Fees
      Contractual Expense Waivers
Strategy
Services

Thematic Areas

Note. Blank = does not apply. N/A = not available

Profile

$730M
International Index Fund (GCINX, 392768404 & GCIFX, 392768503)
Equity Fund (GCEQX, 392768305 & GCEUX, 392768602)
Balanced Fund (GCBLX, 392768107 & GCBUX, 392768701)

1.21%
1.21%
2.00%

In-house
Shareholder Proposals
Proxy Voting
Management Dialogue
Coalition Building
Protecting tropical forests
Expanding renewable energy
Protecting the effectiveness of antibiotics
Wildlife over Waste
Impact through investment in sustainable companies

Green Century Capital Management is one of the two lowest-scoring fund providers in the framework with a total 
score of 30. Even though Green Century Capital Management boasts strong financial performance, the weak num-
ber of management interactions per employee over the past year and the low AUM drag its valuation down. Even a 
high degree of specialization cannot change this.
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1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees 
2. Number of management interactions over the past year / 
    Number of employees 
3. Number of proxy votes
4. Transparency about shareholder engagement practices         
5. Specialization of the fund       
6. Costs      
7. AUM     
8. Financial performance (average one year total return) 
 
Total Score      
Rank    

3
1

5
2
7
3
1
8

30
4



- Impax Asset Management

Assets under Management
Funds considered

Fees
      Ø Gross Expense Ratio
      Ø Net Expense Ratio
      Max. S-T Redemption Fee
      12b-1 Fees
      Contractual Expense Waivers
Strategy
Services

Thematic Areas

Note. Blank = does not apply. N/A = not available

Profile

$20B
Pax Large Cap Fund (PXLIX, 704223486)
Pax Small Cap Fund (PXSIX, 704223817)
Pax U.S. Sustainable Economy Fund (PWGIX, 704223502)
Pax Global Sustainable Infrastructure Fund (PXDIX, 704223445)
Pax Global Opportunities Fund (PXGOX, 704223429)
Pax Global Environmental Markets Fund (PGINX, 704223775)
Pax Ellevate Global Women’s Leadership Fund (PXWIX, 70422T109)
Pax International Sustainable Economy Fund (PXNIX, 704223742)
Pax Core Bond Fund (PXBIX, 704223460)
Pax High Yield Bond Fund (PXHIX, 704223809)
Pax Sustainable Allocation Fund (PAXIX, 704223205)

0.79%
0.79%
2.00%
X
X
In-house / outsourced
Shareholder Proposals
Proxy Voting
Management Dialogue
Coalition Building
Climate
ESG processes and transparency
Global governance best practices
Diversity, Pay Equity and Paid Family Leave

Impax Asset Management is third-ranked fund in the model with a total score of 35 and convinces with the lowest 
average costs and highest AUM. However, Impax Asset Management has the lowest specialization observed. Also, 
Impax Asset Management performs rather low on the metrics measuring shareholder activism and engagement.
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1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees 
2. Number of management interactions over the past year / 
    Number of employees 
3. Number of proxy votes
4. Transparency about shareholder engagement practices         
5. Specialization of the fund       
6. Costs      
7. AUM     
8. Financial performance (average one year total return) 
 
Total Score      
Rank    

1
1

1
5
1

10
10
6

35
3



- Trillium Asset Management

Assets under Management
Funds considered

Fees
      Ø Gross Expense Ratio
      Ø Net Expense Ratio
      Max. S-T Redemption Fee
      12b-1 Fees
      Contractual Expense Waivers
Strategy
Services

Thematic Areas

Note. Blank = does not apply. N/A = not available

Profile

$3.2B
Trillium ESG Global Equity Fund (PORTX, 742935588)
Trillium ESG Small/Mid Cap Fund (TSMDX, 74316P785)

1.48%
1.14%
2.00%
X
X
In-house
Shareholder Proposals
Proxy Voting, Management Dialogue
Public Policy Making
Assertive Action
Limit harmful pollutants and chemicals
Pay employees fair wages
Strive to have a diverse board

With a total score of 30, Trillium Asset Management shares its rank as the lowest-scoring fund provider in the 
model. Its total score suffers from its relatively high costs and lower financial performance. Still, transparency and 
specialization are above average.
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1. Shareholder proposals / Number of employees 
2. Number of management interactions over the past year / 
    Number of employees 
3. Number of proxy votes
4. Transparency about shareholder engagement practices         
5. Specialization of the fund       
6. Costs      
7. AUM     
8. Financial performance (average one year total return) 
 
Total Score      
Rank    

4
3

5
7
7
1
2
1

30
4
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When establishing a single family office, any other investor can focus on investing into funds scoring the highest 
in the fund evaluation framework developed throughout the project. Focusing on the funds that perform the best 
can help achieve meaningful impact. Alternatively, investors can change the metrics of the framework or apply it to 
other funds. This approach allows investors to make investment decisions based on metrics reflecting their prefe-
rences.

Investors should consider working on shareholder activism for their own portfolio of shares through a stewardship 
service provider such as ISS, Hermes EOS, or others. Working with such a provider promises an exciting mixture 
between a ‚buy route‘ (i.e., investing in funds) and a ‚make route‘ (i.e., hiring an in-house voting & engagement 
team). If an investor were to apply this methodology, he would opt for direct investments through shares, whilst 
mandating a service provider to execute voting proxies and engage with the management of investee firms on his 
behalf. This approach promises the highest liquidity and non-diluted voting rights, while leveraging service provi-
ders large client base and a pool of like-minded investors, which makes it easier to take a more systematic and 
transparent approach through active participation. Furthermore, in this approach the cost structure for the services 
offered is – typically – flat and does not rise with increasing AUM. Since stewardship service providers only cater to 
institutional clients, U.S. based single family office would need to register with the SEC before taking advantage of 
their offerings. 

We recommend impact-interested investors to take a careful look when seeing products that are typically very 
passively managed and thus inherently are more prone to having little impact - such as ETFs – and products with 
a lack of transparency. An exception could be activist-driven ETFs such as the product released by Engine No. 1 
(ticker: VOTE).

The methods of measuring the impact of their voting & engagement approaches are not clearly defined in most 
asset management firms. This calls for standardization and uniform impact-reporting frameworks, as well as for 
the further exploration of the mechanisms through which shareholder activism achieves positive impact in the real 
world.
A challenge encountered in the research concerning family offices, and how they integrate shareholder activism, 
was the confidentiality of this secretive investor segment. This knowledge gap could be filled by designing a re-
search project with an extended data collection specifically from family offices.
Lastly, the research scrutinizing the five identified investment funds noted that the higher the AUM, the lower the 
expenses. However, literature suggests that the average expense ratio is hardly tied to AUM. This observation is a 
question calling for additional investigations.

Three recommendations were derived from the eight findings, guiding towards an effective strategy and serving as 
a blueprint for investors in the process of establishing a single family office committed to shareholder activism and 
engagement to enable sustainability and impact.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSION AND AVENUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1. Make use of the provided fund evaluation framework.

2. Get registered and consider shareholder engagement through a stewardship service provider.

3. Watch out for impact-washing in products such as ETFs.
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